Theoretical Investigation of the Structural Characteristics in the Active State of Akt1 Kinase.
Akt (known as protein kinase B or PKB) is a serine/threonine kinase that regulates multiple biological processes, including cell growth, survival, and differentiation. Akt plays a critical role in the intracellular signaling network through conformational changes responsive to diverse signal inputs, and dysregulation of Akt activity could give rise to a number of diseases. However, understanding of Akt's dynamic structures and conformational transitions between active and inactive states remains unclear. In this work, classical MD simulations and QM/MM calculations were carried out to unveil the structural characteristics of Akt1, especially in its active state. The doubly protonated H194 was investigated, and both ATP-Akt1 and ADP-Akt1 complexes were constructed to demonstrate the significance of ATP in maintaining the ATP-K179-E198 salt bridge and the corresponding allosteric pathway. Besides, conformational transitions from the inactive state to the active state showed different permeation patterns of water molecules in the ATP pocket. The coordination modes of Mg2+ in the dominant representative conformations ( I and I') are presented. Unlike the water-free conformation I', three water molecules appear around Mg2+ in the water-occupied conformation I, which can finally exert an influence on the catalytic mechanism of Akt1. Furthermore, QM/MM calculations were performed to study the phosphoryl-transfer reaction of Akt1. The transfer of ATP γ-phosphate was achieved through a reversible conformational change from the reactant to a critical prereaction state, with a water molecule moving into the reaction center to coordinate with Mg2+, after which the γ-phosphate group was transferred from ATP to the substrate. Taken together, our results elucidate the structural characteristics of the Akt1 active state and shed new light on the catalytic mechanism of Akt kinases.